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Playing Safe

L

ast week we saw the problem
of continuing to run a mikvah
during the Covid 19 pandemic.
The concern was not the water of the
mikvah itself that did not transmit
the virus, rather, the possibility of the
infection being passed from one person
to the another in the waiting room or the
preparation room.
PUAH held many discussions with experts
and the taskforce responsible for Corona.
Together we developed a protocol of how
to run the mikvah. Two major directives
were established; the first concerned the
supervision of the level of hygiene in the
mikvah. Each area was placed under a
responsible supervisor, usually from the
local rabbinate, who was accountable
for the mikvah. They made sure that the
already existing protocols for maintaining
the highest possible levels of hygiene,
were being adhered to exactly. The water
was chlorinated and checked and spot
checks were done to ensure that the water
was safe.
The second set of instructions concerned
the possibility of women meeting each
other in the mikvah or passing the
infection from one to the other. First,
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while in the past women were able to
make all preparations in the mikvah
building itself, the new reality restricted
that possibility. Women had to prepare
at home and only come to the mikvah
to immerse and then go home. This
limited the time that women spent in the
mikvah, which reduced the possibility
that they would come into contact with
other women. It also diminished the
need for cleaning rooms in between use
by two different people.
This was a new experience for many
women who were used to using the
facilities in the mikvah. Not everyone
has the entire equipment at home and
this gave rise to a number of halachic
questions as to how to make preparations
at home and then go to the mikvah.
In addition, all surfaces had to be cleaned
in the mikvah between each person.
Women had to make appointments for
the mikvah and each woman was given
a specific time slot. This was also a new
reality and needed more planning and
preparation.
One thing that we learned was that it is
much easier to supervise a government
controlled mikvah, as opposed to a
private one. Some may have thought that
a small private mikvah may be easier
to control, but such an establishment

functions independently and is not
regulated by any official authority.
It was not easy to encourage everyone to
follow the new guidelines.
More on that next week.
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